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e Earth is one of those few objects in the universe that is large, intricate, complicated and beautiful
at the same time. e only place, to the best of our knowledge, where conditions were favorable enough
to sustain what we understand to be Life.

e earth and its inhabitants, both living and non-living have always been subject to natural varia-
tions and rhythms: From being completely frozen over to being completely ice-free (and very hot!), the
earth has seen it all. While some natural rhythms are beyond the influence of earthly inhabitants (like
the Milankovitch cycles), Life on earth has to a large extent shaped it to suit itself – Life itself generates
conditions suitable for its propagation. e earth had no oxygen until life evolved, and it is quite re-
markable to understand the fine balance in which it exists: a lile less oxygen and no higher life forms
would exist, a lile more and everything would undergo spontaneous combustion since oxygen is very
reactive by nature. us, the earth itself and life that exists on earth have evolved over millenia to exist
in a very fine balance.

Even though the balance is fine, it is also resilient – one lesson we have forgoen to learn from
nature. Life has managed to not only survive but flourish over hundreds of millions of years despite
large variations in climate. Considering all this, why is it that we are concerned about a phenomenon
that is only 300 years old?

1 Time scales
All changes that have occured on earth, due to the impact of the biosphere or otherwise has occured
over time scales which are of the order of 1,000,000 years. e fact that things change slowly is one of
the reasons why life is resilient: adaptation is possible. However, a cursory look at the changes over the
past few hundred years shows that this is no longer the case.

is rapid change is unprecendented in the history of the earth and thus it is hard to understand
how the earth system will respond to it in the coming years.

2 Weather and Climate
Weather, to a large extent, is the manner in which we perceive rhythm of the atmosphere. Since the
earth is heated more at the equator than at the poles, heat transfer happens at relatively fast time scales
by atmospheric motions – hot air rising at the equator and descending in the mid-latitudes. It is this
aempt to redistribute heat that causes phenomena like the trade winds, deserts near the Tropics of
Cancer and Capricon, clouds and rain. It is this aspect of the earth that affects us most directly, since it
changes quickly and unpredictably.

Climate, on the other hand, is mostly the rhythm of the oceans, the earth and the sun. Slow, subtle
and imperceptible to us, it affects us only by modulating weather. Again, the main driving factor is the
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Figure 1: Historical Change over the last 650000 years

Figure 2: Historical Change
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Figure 3: Rate of change of greenhouse gases

Figure 4: Atmospheric Circulations
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Figure 5: Ocean Currents

differential distribution of solar energy and the aempt to minimize that difference in accordance with
the second law of thermodynamics.

Since all of the earth’s natural rhythms seem to depend on how incoming solar energy is distributed,
one thereforemust naturally look at howwe are affecting this distribution, and how scientists thinkwhat
we do is affecting weather and climate.

3 Carbon dioxide and the greenhouse effect
As any organic chemist will affirm, carbon is one of the most remarkable elements known to us. Its
capacity to polymerize almost limitlessly and combine with various other elements makes it probably
the only element which could form the complex and varied set of substances which constitute living

Figure 6: ermohaline circulation
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Figure 7: Radiation Budget

beings. It is almost certain that any reasonably complicated life form must be carbon-based. Carbon
dioxide, in which carbon is in its most oxidized form (and hence most stable form) is one of the primary
reasons for the earth being habitable. Without it, the average surface temperature of the earth would
have been too low for any organic reactions to take place.

Carbon dioxide (and the atmosphere in general) peforms the function of a blanket over the earth:
it traps solar energy and further heats the earth’s surface. ough this is called the greenhouse effect,
it works differently from a greenhouse – there the heating is achieved by allowing sunlight inside and
preventing hot air from escaping by using glass walls. In the atmosphere, the radiation itself is trapped
and heats the surface.

From this, it should be clear that larger amounts of greenhouse gases, of which the dominant one
is carbon dioxide, should contribute to larger amount of solar radiation being trapped within the earth
system. e question is, how this extra heat affects us.

4 Feedbas
e notion of a feedback is important in understanding any system which is composed of sub-systems
which are mutually interacting. Take for example a water heater. e automatic geysers switch them-
selves off aer the water has reached a certain temperature. us, the effect of the operation of the
geyser affects the geyser itself, i.e, the effect is ‘fed back’ to the geyser. Since this stops the geyser
from working, this is called a negative feedback. Another example would be of modern-day capitalism.
A person or corporation with some initial capital can convert it to a higher amount of capital which
converts it to even higher amounts, and so on. Since the effect causes an increase in capital, the initial
capital can rise indefinitely. is is a positive feedback.
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From a global warming perspective, if an increase in temperature activates something which reduces
temperature, this is a negative feedback. If increase in temperature causes further increase in tempera-
ture, this is a positive feedback. When both these are equal, the earth is said to be in equilibrium.

5 Effects
Since nearly every component of the earth system interacts with another, it is extremely difficult to
understand what happens when we put all of them together. is is where models of the earth are
useful in explaining what happens. At a more restricted scale, however, the basic processes are well
understood.

5.1 Water Vapor Feedba

Water vapor is the most potent greenhouse gas, but it has limited effect since it does not remain in the
atmosphere for a very long time, and comes back to the earth as rain. A warmer atmosphere implies that
more water vapor can be held, which increases its greenhouse effect, which in turn heats the atmosphere
further, making it a positive feedback.

5.2 Ice-Albedo Feedba

Ice and snow cover on the earth act as mirrors to the solar radiation. Increased heating causes the higher
latitudes where most of the world’s permanent ice cover lies to warm up, which reduces the amount of
ice cover. As the amount of ice decreases, it increases the amount of radiation absorbed, which heats
the earth further.

5.3 Cloud Feedba

Certain types of clouds cool the earth whereas other types warm it. e physics of clouds is extremely
complicated and there exists a huge uncertainty as to what the net effect of clouds due to global warming
is.

5.4 Ecosystems

Soil and plants are among the largest ‘active’ reservoirs of carbon, and increasing temperatures tend to
increase release of soil carbon and reduce atmospheric carbon due to higher net primary productivity
(which is the total carbon stored in plants). Its effect is not well understood either.

5.5 Permafrost

Permanent ice cover over large expanses of Greenland and other northerly areas is expected to increase
release of methane, which is a very potent greenhouse gas as well.

5.6 Implications – India

Life in most of India revolves around a single weather phenomenon – the Indian Monsoon. Our econ-
omy, society, culture are synchronised with these annual reversal of winds. A study by researchers in
the Centre for Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences at IISc has shown that over the Central India region,
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Figure 8: Warming of the planet

there has been a shi towardmore rainfall events of large intensity and fewermoderate intensity rainfall
events. is has large implications towards management of dams, irrigation and floods.

Increased melting of the Himalayan glaciers may change runoff characteristics of the major north
Indian rivers, which again has similar implications as above.

Rise in sea levels due to thermal expansion of the oceans is expected to severely affect those living
in the Brahmaputra-Ganga delta.

ere are indications from models that India overall will be warmer than before and the greater
likelihood of drought.

All these effects will compound already present effects of deforestation, urbanisation and population
growth to significantly decrease food availability, increase species extinction and increase incidence of
disease.
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